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Lessons from the Field: A Decade of Democracy was a
dcmoc,.>cy movement ,norIler parts o f t/Je world.
project of the Institute for Democracy in South Africa
Til,s publlcc111on ,s ,ncendecl ro b ring som e of the m ain t hemes
(IDASA). supported by Ihe ford Foundation. A series of
,
of the roundtable series rnto the broader public discourse about
seven roundtables took place from June to August this
/
democracy 111 South Africa This year has been marked by many
year. focusing on key area~ of South Afncan life in which
/
commemorative events. In Lessons from the Freid, IDASA aimed
there has been a strong transformauonvl agenda over the
..,., •:, __..,
specifically 10 examine the ImpiKt of transforma tion in., few key areas
past 10 years. Themes included citi7en capacity. !ccal
on the democracy building pro1ea in our country. Participants repeatedly
government. Parliament. budget transparency, schools. higher
C?xpresse<i the view that these reflections were extremely useful. Many
education and land reform. The roundtab!cs involved groups oi
confessed that they had been so absorbed in their part,cu!ar aieas ol
25 to 35 people, invited both for their experience in a particular
pol:cymaking or implementation that some ol the big democracy questions
field as well as for their ability 10 reflect 0 11 i~~ues from different
had un1nten11onally cea~ed to be a pIiority.
perspeaives. The aim of the
Throughout the series there was an
roundtables was to go
interrogation ol experiences and
beyond plarnudes and
\~ews with the intenuon of
\._
highlighting deeper paradigms
oft-repeated
obseNalions. to identify
- - - -- -- - - --,-_v . . _ ( ,,.- ~---=----~.;..;::_-=:.__,/
and conceptions of what

·-.-

important lessons irom our first
decade of democracy as well as major challenges for the
next 10 years. In addition to the roundtables. a larger
symposium brought together editors of five maJor
studies of the last decade with an audience of more
than 80 people.
The roundtable format was chosen to enable
collaborative learning and problem solving. To
develop a cumulative discussion over the
series. a number of participants attended
more than one event. Input was kept to a
minimum. and the onus was on
participants to shape the discussion.
A discussion paper was
commissioned for each roundtable
and circulated ahead of time. In
addition, an international
respondent was invited 10 each
meeting to listen and reflect back.
with the purpose of placing the
South African experience 111 a broader
context. Harry Boyte. from the Centre for
Democracy and Citizenship at the Universi ty of
Minnesota. was a joint coordinator of the pro1ea
and paid particular attention to the lessons to be
drawn from the South African experience for the

•
,r.

democracy, politics. and
c11izensh1p entail Panic,pants expressed considerable pr,de in the
accomplishments of the past decade. Th@re was a sense that
much has been learned, and also that significant challenges
remain. Perhaps the strongest issue to emerge acrO>Sall the
discussions was the role of cmzens ,n democracy This entails
the conceptual cho?ce of whether to focus on the
democrauc stal(> or the broader concept of a democratic
souety. When democracy is conceived too narrowly, as
simply the work of government. citi1ens become
margmahsed and democracy seems to revolve
around pohtrcians. When cIti1ens are placed at the
,:_-1:.,._
centre, everytl1ing looks different
~,I
In the pilges that follow. there are shortened
versions of all the commissioned papers• for the
•
Lessons series, as v.ell as summaries of the
round table a,scussions. Rather than attempting
10 anr1lyse the outcomes. our aim has been to
capture the diverse voices of those who
paruc1pa1ed and to convey the sp111t of what
we hope will be an ongoing conversation ,,.~th
you. our readers. as we Journey mto our next
decade of democracy.
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2 LESSONSFROM THE FIELD: A DECADEOF DEMOCRACY, NOVEMBER 2004

Tapping into untapped talent
We need to find a discourse that captures the imagination of the people in
the same way that the black consciousness movement did in the 1970s

-

Our evaluation of civic capacity In post-apartheid
South Africa must be located within a broader
discussion of at least three other related concepts:
democracy; civil society; and citizenship. And here I
would like to make a distinction between 1wo
contrasting theories of democracy. The first is the
idea that democracy is a formative, educative process
by which citizens collectively determine their fate.
This model has a specifically moral purpose: to
educate the people in what Jean Jacques
Rousseau described as a civil religion, the rites
and rituals that give a people a sense of common
identity and destiny.
The other model and the one that has dominated
the Western world for the past 200 years or so is
what CB Macpherson calls a protective model of
democracy. In this model there is no idea that
democracy could be a morally transformative force; it
is nothing but a logical requirement for the
governance of inherently self-interested, conilicting
individuals, who are assumed to be infinite desirers
of their own private benefits. This model became the
basis for the distrust of the masses of people that
has come to characterise Western democracy. This
philosophy W6S extended mosr powerfully into
modern times by Joseph Schumpeter, who said
democracy was no m o re than a method for the

people to select their leaders periodically. The leaders
would then take decisions on their behalf.
One would have expected South Africa to follow
the first model of democracy. But this did not
happen. This would hold implications for both
the political culture of the country and the pohcymaking process.
Let us start with an examination of the political

I

I
I
I

I

I

culture. In many ways the central1satton oi
negotiations among a few 1ndiv1duals and a few
poliucal parties was inevitable. We trusied the
leaders to take decisions on our part and for the
most part they did and they delivered a formal
political democracy for black South Africans.
However, the centralisation of authonty In national
leadership and the dominant role of political parties
resulted in the concomitant emphasis on what
Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbek1would do for us

The argument is that people
who had no access to housing
now have a roof over their
heads. Fair enough. But this
does not explain the sense of
alienation from these houses.
The question is not whether
houses were built, but w hether
communities were built in the
process of building house s
Increasingly within the African National Congress the
party leadership centralised authorit,, on the person
of the president
This had the effect of blunting political debate
even more within the party, especially on issues such
as HIV/Aids, the arms deal, Zimbabwe and
corruption. Compounding the centralisation was the
increasing substitution of civic input by expert

Power to the people
Starting off the round table, Xolela Mangcu of the Biko
Foundation added to the argument in his paper on
what he called "technocratic creep". the tendency to
look to experts in government and elsewhere to solve
problems. "We love our leaders and tend to follow
them. When we got freedom the thought was that
the leaders would provide for us. The notion of
'service delivery' is part of that psyche."
The roundtable had case studies on community
organising and capacity building. The first. by
Ishmael Mkhabela of the Interfaith Community
Development Association (see case study), outlined
an alternative to over-reliance on leaders: community
organising and non-party poliltcs. These generate
self-reliance and power for ordinary people.
Peter Vale, professor of polittCs at Rhodes
University, asked about the relevance of Mkhabela's
idea of a nonpartisan politics to Afrikaners. "Would
you say that the kind of organising you're talking
about can take place in the white community loo7 "
Mkhabela responded that it is very important to
engage such people. "If you leave Afrikaners not
organised, they will go to desperate measures. The
question is around What can they be organised? It's not
party politics. Yes, we need to connect with those guys.
we are all concerned about basic things like safety and
education. The question Is how you talk lO them. It's
about a conversation or dialogue, not a debate."
Nomsa Masu1<U:of the Independent Electoral
Commission picked ui;the theme of d1vers11y from
another angle. She argued that a crucial challenge 1s
the way 1he government approaches co; •~nunities. She
saw both collaborative approaches and more
.
technocratic ones. In democratic lerms, the question 1s
how to build on diversity of knowledge and

experiences. "How can we pull the various experiences
from townships. from rural places, from professionals,
and realise that diversity and tap into it?"
Mpho Putu, director of the IDASA Citizenship
Leadership Unit, described his work in developing
grassroots community leadership across the country.
He agreed w ith the problem of excessive reliance on
leaders. "The questions I'm struggling with are, 'Can
I become an activist in South Africa today without
being aligned with a political party? How can I
mobilise and organise without being seen as aniigovernment ?' That Is a big challenge."
Njogu Morgan, from the Treatment Actton Campaign, gave a presentation on advocacy (see case
study).
Marie Strom, chairing the discussion, pointed out
1hai a central thread in both presentations was 1he
idea of thinking and acting pohtically in a new way.
developing a politics that is owned by citi7.ens and
that develops citizens· power for independent.
confident action_ She asked about the role of many
inst1tut1ons in developing and teaching such a
caparny-bu1ld1ng politics
Debbie Fransman, organiser for the Church-basecl
Community Organisation In the Western Cape,
1alked about grassroots organising experiences or
her group. which includes 57 congregattons In Cape
Town. Like Mkhabela. Fransrnan's approach 10
organising emphasises involving people directiy
around their self interests, especially In everyday
terms. Self-interests also involve core values such as
faith, or tiie most Imponant relat1onsh1ps in people's
lives. "We go right back to the values and issues they
hold dearly," she said. "When we asked the people
in our member churches about their issues, the same

---- -------~consultants. The making of our economic policy 1s a
case In point.
However, the 1echnocrattC creep had in fact started
with the civic movements of the 1980s While the
civics had been al the forefront of struggles for
improved living conditions dunng the early and mid•
1980s. 1h1schanged somewhat In the late 1980s as
groups of experts, especially from the white
universities. began to provide the kind of technical
support that the civics could not provide.
This development had sign1f1cant implications for
the kinds of issues that would be put on the urban
agenda in the post-1994 era A bricks-and-mortar
approach dominated the urban discourse, especially
in the area of housing. The result was a supply-side
housing policy that focused on the number of houses
to be built. with little regard for the demand-side
issues, such as employment. quality and community
building in general. Poor people now live in remote
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP)
houses that are even worse than the apartheid
matchbox houses. The argument 1s that people who
had no access to housing now have a roof over their
heads Fair enough. But this does not explain the
sense: of ahenati.on from these hou':>eS.

The questton is not whether houses were built, but
whether communities were built In the process of
building houses.
This is all to say that what has been described as a
glorious experiment in democracy ended up as a
technocratic exercise that would in time emasculate
the civic organisations it glorified.
What then are the implications of this for citizenship7 Well, what is clear is that this has led to a
divided citizenry.

There are some who are closer to the positions of
deos1on-making. These are the people who can
lobby for black economic empowerment projects or
government contracts or one sort or another. On the
other hand are the masses of people who are reeling
in growing unemployment. growing inequal_i\Y
and unacceptably high levels of poverty, huaaled rn
RDP houses.
However, a problem with this circumscnbed view
of ovil sooety as going back only to the 1980s is that
it blocks from view what happened prior to that,
partKular!y In the 1970s. This approach hides from
view the everyday associauonal life that foregrounds
political and economic activ11y and cultural activity in
any community
In a recent paper on sooal capital in African
townships Wits University sociologist Belinda
Bozzoli argues that before the advent of apartheid
In 1948 the townships were characterised by a
private world of social networks. While they were.
and continue to be. characterised by poverty,
townships also developed "a rich and fairly
deeply 1nslttuttonahsed cultural hie that found
expression in shebeens. schools. gangs. families,
spons and man-,. o\her forms".
Thus. despite the harshne% ol the political
and economic conditions, people carved out
their own spaces of cultural creativity and material
survival through a process of syncretic adaptation.
This syncretic adaptation found its expression
through, mter alia, the creolisation of European
languages, the adoption of American music
(especially jazz) and the development activities of
organisations such as the Red Cross and the
YWCA. According to Bozzoli, "Nothing entered

Case Study
Njogu M org an, Treatment Action Campaign
In 1998 when the TAC was formed. HIV was a disease treated as a scientific problem, removed from
ordinary citizens. So a good deal of the work the TAC has done counters that image.
The first thing is education. Many NGOs base their operations on ideological theories. So it has been critical for
the TAC 10 do reading to understand the issues. to draft responses based on facts and not passion_ There was
an incredible amount of research and reading to understand the HI virus - how it works and the various drugs
on the market. We have praaical ways of educating, such as weekly workshops in various provinces looking at
issues of trealment, understanding the virus, and interaction of treatment with policy.
In civil society we're idealistic. But we have a deficit in managing programmes. The TAC has grown from
10 people _10 8 000, w_ith 40 staf-f. It is the responsibility of these people to manage the operations. A strong
skills base Is now reqwed. Management means bookkeeping, minutes, using computers, drafting press
statements, and so on Very simple things. A second tier of capacity building is advocacy skills. This means
building capacity and awareness for strategic planning, identifying opportunities and threats that exist and
being able to draft a response at the community level. It is also about bt1ilding relationships and knowledge
with the media. One of our most successful ingredients, through a number of strategies, t1as been to
develop close relationships w ith different media outlets. We've worked 10 develop public speaking skills.
There has been a tendency 10 personalise the HIV/Aids issue. lo personalise credit in the TAC, and so
forth. This is something we face daily. We are working to counter this and build many centres of gravity.
This is a challenge In a big effort involving many thousands of people.
We are now at a different place regarding anti-retrovirals. In 1998 treatment was not recognised as a
critical component of dealing with HIV/Aids. last year ant1-retroviral rollout through the public sector was
approved by the governmenL~here h_
as been movement since 1998 which fundamentally changes the
w ay we work 1,vi1hin communI1tes ano with the government. This involves obvious shifts. Implementation
and monironng demands a new set of skills.
Finally, for a long time we've been looked al as a single issue organisation. We are beginning to
~mpower people. especially poor people, to take part in decision-making processes of all kinds which
1mp~ct on 1_1ie1r ltves. It 1s important '.o engage issues such as access to water, electncny, and so on. In the
· ts.
wor,;, act 1V1s1s have developed confidence
.
. and awareness to engage with local governments, pnes
Ieaders, and so on. ThIs may be t11e most Imponant result over time.

problems kept coming up -crime. shebeens, and so
forth." The key to successful organising has been
forging public relattonsh1ps between low income
communities and people In positions of power. Such
relationships create accountabd1ty on both sides.
Fransman gave the story of work with the police
commissioner. Despite all the differences the

community was able to develop effective work
together. " We are from the church and he's Muslim,
but we developed a relationship... In the
neighbourhoods around a large dumping ground,
where people left dead animals and other refuse,
health was a real issue. But lhrough collaboration
with the councillor the area became a park. " This
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townships without being given local meaning ..
Bozzoli argues further that the black conscio~sness
movement of the 1970s was an extension of this
syncretic adaptation. The black consciousness
movement (BCM). through the black community
programmes, put emphasis on the development of
what ~rnartya Sen would call capabilities. The BCM
recogmsed a fundamental existential condition of
human beings, which is that, in the words of Corne!
West, "people, :specially poor and degraded people,
are also hungry ror meaning, identity and self-worth"
T~e BCM literally started community development
proiects throughout the country under black

We need to re-frame the
development discourse and
bring back themes such as selfrefiance. This is not the selfreliance of the free market type,
but the self-reliance that a
number of social movements
have come to espouse
wor\dw,de
community programmes. The projects ranged from
community health clinics to schools. to home-based
industries. In addition the black community
programmes concentrated on the intellectual
dimension of development. They published books,
newspapers and anthologies of poetry. The leitmotif
was the philosophy of self-reliance, which was
popularised through slogans such as "black

was all because we engaged with people in power
and challenged them. We made them see how they
can do their job better if they have a relationship
w ith us."
Gary Hawes, with the Ford Foundation, pointed to
parallels in the discussion and what he had seen in
work across the world. Other countries are also
struggling to find models of community-based
politics and participation. he said. One key issue is
inclusiveness. "Communities may not be very
inclusive. How can we use the idea of community in
South Africa in inclusive waysr Hawes asked.
Simanga Kumalo, a lecturer at the School of
Theology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, was
critical of theology "that sings praises to the status
quo" and called for the church to listen to voices of
people from the grassroots.
Marcus Maponya, with the Evangelical Alliance of
South Africa. pointed to the down-sides of
proportional representation from the perspective of
citizen capacity. Many elected officials nave no
relationship to their constituencies: "As voters
we can't punish politicians for non-action with
the proportional representation system. How
can we create a sustainable dialogue between
citizens and MPs?"
Mammo Muchie, with the Centre for Civil Society at
the University of Kwazulu•Natal in Durban, addressed
the role of institutions such as higher education and
the media in generating non-party politics. "The key
issue is how do we define democracy? The people
must govern those who govern. How do we bring this
about?" Muchie argued that South Africa needs a
vibrant public sphere that creates interactions among
intellectuals and practical people, and higher education
and the media have an important ro!e in creating such
a public sphere.
Brett Davidson, manager of IDASA's All Media
Group, returned to the issue of leadership. He said
that in his experience the problem with elitist
tendencies can happen at every level of the society.

man you are on your own ...
The technocratic leadership of white
!§~~~~
intellectuals and experts of the
s. as
1980
well as tl1eir technocratic bias would have
been anathema to the black
.-::.,:,,,_=
consciousness guys. To them you could not

of consciousness attained by the groups
involved. The purpose of the industries
had been not only to provide gainful
~ employment to destitute people, but
•. also to train people in mastering
' certain basic production and

speak about development
without speaking about issues
.
management skills. Through these
of culture, identity or
~i~~~
efforts people would be encouraged
values. They sought ~~""'~/. · .
•• also to exploit their natural
to build
.
i&".../,,,,<.~,.,. -~- .:.. ..
resources. The proJects
i%il'J fJ " ~ , "'
-~
. ..
communities, not just
/4· · •~- {f
·
i initiated had led ~o a
taps and houses. The
I
·
(
creative environment
sought to build resid:nt
( .
£Ai~6jl!
~ for obj~ctive
leaders in the communities
~ - . frellectd1on and
.
. .
orme a
not Just reopients of government
bas,s for communal action
largesse As founder-member of the
"Thus the moveBCM Barney Pityana put it, "During
ment towards development in the
Biko's time many black people trained
- -· .. ~ community has Just begun."
and had experience of
This focus on social consciousness is
..
• ~ .; what is missing in the discourse of
leadership ... one can hardly
development in South Africa today.
find a notable
leader 1n South
,
In a recent nevvspaper article I
Africa today
~
· ' •
~ argued that many of our policy
1
who was in his
•
·
~
.J missteps
1 in the past f,ve years are a
or her twenties in th<'!
· ""'
(unction of che rule by
early 1970s who has not
"'
_-- ~ experrs and cemratisanon
been through the black
t ~ of authority I enioined
President Thabo Mbeki to
consciousness mill. ..
- ' cultivate a cullure of collective
In 1977 one of the journals of the
problem-solving in the country.
movement reflected on community
This would somehow call for a return to the
development work. It argued that in
consciousness raising of the l 970s. For that
evaluating the projects the movement
we need to re-frame the development discourse
had initiated it was necessary io look
and bring back themes such as self-reliance.
beyond structures created to the level
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Case Study
Ishmael Mkhabela, Interfaith Community Development Association (ICDA)
I was employed by the South Africa Council of Churches in 1982, in a project to resist forced removals. I
learned that situations where resistance was successful involved leader buy-in. You have to get consent
of leaders, people with confidence who are difficult to convince. If you work openly you are able to be
judged in terms of your public work.
The values leaders stand for count. As a leader you can be confronted and detained, but as long as you
stand by your principles you will remain with the image of innocence. This is useful in community
organising. The challenge for us in getting our people active is working around institutions. Institutions
have a tendency to work as tribes. You have to have the right family history. right ideology, and so forth.
I don't believe in slogans, they simplify complex things. An example during the struggle was
"Liberation now. education later". I talked to about 100 adults in Soweto, and wanted to find one who
supported this campaign Not one did, nor did the church leaders, but they did not feel free to speak out
against the campaign. An organiser must be able to spot nonsensical slogans. Organising is different
from mass mobilisation.
Organising and getting people involved is not about slogans. The question in organising is, how does
this issue affect people practically? Organising is also about teaching self-reliance. Liberals' incurable
disease is always trying to do things for black people. When you try to tell them that our people can do
things on their own. they don't believe it's true.
Everyday politics addresses issues affecting people intensely. People will hold to what they believe in
and what they feel strongly about. People ad around their own self interests. such things as where they
sleep, their medicine, the prices they pay, and so forth. If you work around issues that affirm people's
beliefs and self-interests they are much stronger participants. These are the things that matter. They are
bread and butter issues. The question of understanding how power works is also important to under•
standing how to get people involved. They want to do things that are successful.

"People even at the grassroot.s sometimes feel elitist
themselves, and separate themselves from others."
Gl.enda Wildschut, a developmeni consultant.
called for a different understanding of leadership.
"The leader does not always have to lead from the
front. What about the invisible leadership during the
struggle?" Wildschut asked. "It was all of those
invisible act.ivities of people - the ideas. thinking,
spaces for debate that was l1elping prop up visible
action... W1ldschut illustrated this through the issue
of vision. Leaders can help communities discover
their own vision, and help make the vision come

alive, rather than having the vision on behalf of
communities.
Roelf Meyer, president of the Civil Society Initiative.
pointed to the explosion of community activity on
issues like HIV/Aids as a very encouraging sign that
citizens are becoming self-reliant. not simply looking
to leaders to solve things. "More than 10 000
organisations are active in the field of Aids alone."
He said that the key question is how to build citizen
capacity 10 address issues such as poverty.
Gerald Taylor, director of the southern region of the
Industrial Areas Foundation in the United States,

Th is is not the self-reliance of the free market
type, but the self-reliance that a number of
soC1al movements have come to espouse
worldwide. It is not the self-reliance that calls for
autarchy or divorcing ourselves from the global
economy, but one that says we must retain a
certain level of relative autonomy in our decision•
making processes.
We need to find ways for people to be active
partners in the development process, from the
community level upwards.
There is much too much talent that is not tapped
,nto because of the technocratic bias of our pubhc
policies.
But beyond that we need to l1nd a discourse that
captures the imagination of the people in the same
way that the black consciousness movement did in
the 1970s. for that we do not need to revise only
our conceptions of democracy and civil society,
but we also need to use what Enc Hobsbawm
calls the "usable past".
As Columbia University political scientist Ashu
Varshney puts it, "While futures are indeed
created, they are not typically created on a clean
sl.;,te. It 1s hard for nations to leave their pasts
behind.
"The more perrinent issue 1s. How does a
nation reconscwc t its past? Which traditions should

be revived and which ones dropped? Since a nation's
past is not undifferentiated. contesting visions are
generally available. The ideological task is 10 retrieve
that which is valuable and to make this selective
retrieval a political reality."
Xo'ela Mangcuis executr1e direcror of the Ste.t> Biko Foundat,on

concluded, as international respondent
The Industrial Areas Foundation is a highly successful
international network of grassroots citizen
organisations. Taylor argued that the concept of
"citizen participation" is too vague to be very useful. If
it is simply an exhortation to be a "do-gooder" most
people will not be involved. Citizen engagement
needs to lead to what he called "public happiness",
satisfaction and a sense of power that comes from
having a public life through which people can work
with others to improve their situations.
The challenge is to organise people for
constructive action. To keep people involved requires
not only asking people to come to events. but also
creating opportunities for people to grow, to learn.
and to engage 111 real work that makes a difference.
In organising, a critical question for poor people is
not only gaining the power to get to the table but
also corning with a clear plan. "You never go to a
decision-maker for a decision," Taylor said. "You
alway, go with a clear definilion of what you want,
and you negoua1e from there." He disputed the idea
that some ,ssues are too complicated for ordinary
people to understand. "We start from the premise
ihat people can always come up with alternative
ways of doing things." Finally, after agreements
are made. poor people need 10 stay vigilant.
Communities often demobilis~ after agreements.
"This 1s a mistake. You have to have the capaoty to
force agreements to be kept."
Taylor argued that organising involves not only
people and communities but also inst,iutions. "How
many institutional settings are democratic at their
core 7" Taylor asked. Institutions such as schools,
religious groups and other sen,ngs are cruoal ior
people to learn democratic skills on a large-scale level.
Taylor concluded by pointing to the historic changes
underway in South Africa. He said progressives 1n the
US need to learn from South Africa. "We are in
desperate need in the US of rethinking democracy
from the ground up."
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Moving towards people's power
The main challenge for the democratisation process is how to sustain and enhance the democratic gains achieved since 1994 so the people not only participate adequately in governance, but also collectively and individually assume responsibility for the improvement of the quality of their lives on a progressive basis

'

, BRIAN N~K£DI

The ideology of separate development ensured
that local government was organised along racial
lines in South Africa. White local authorities were
run separately from local authorities in black.
coloured and Indian areas. The mJjorrty of the
population was excluded from any meaningful
form of participation in governance.
Between 1910 and 1922 black townships were
administered by the native affairs department at
central government level. In terms of the Natrve
Urban Needs Act of 1923. white local aLr thorities
were empowered to manage ne1ghbounng black
townships. Black township resrdents were
expected to finance the provision of basic services
through the production and retailing of Sorghum
beer. liquor sales and housing rentals. A few
decades later councils were established 111 black
townships in terms of the Urban Bantu Council
Act of 1961. Bantu aIfairs administration boards
came into being in 197 1 and assumed responsibility for taxation and finance. The boards held
power in the townships because of their control of
resources. The black councils could lake executive
resolutions, but were effecttvely powerless and
had no control of financial resources. Councrllors
also were rejected by the community because they
lacked poht1cal legitimacy.
Following the student uprisings in 1976 when
urban Bantu councils and Bantu administration
boards were targeted as symbols of apartheid,
the National Party tried to bring about cosmetic

the Community Councils Act of 1977. This
allowed bl.ick local authorities to pass resolutions
on service delivery issues, but the implementation
of such was still the prerogative of the adm,nistrn·
t,on boards. The rww counnls were, thereforr.
merely extensions of the apartheid boards, Just as
their predecessors had been. Growing community
oppositton lo the councils led 10 the ,1ppointmen1
of the Riekert Commission. As il result of the

comm1ss1on's recommendations, the Black Local
Authorities Act of 1982 was passed. providing
powers to black communities to manage what
was termed their "own affairs" in the townships.
The 1980s saw the emergence and growth of
the civic movement and other community-based
organisations. Black local authorrtres were reiected
as they increased rentals and service charges.
Massive rent boycotts. organised by the civics.
bankrupted black local authorities Civics also
engaged in development projects with non-gov-

alternative local government s1ruc11Jres and imper•
tant organs of participation. The ovics allocated
land to people in the township, so that they could
build their own houses. Later local authorities
were obliged 10 provide the necessary rnfrastructure for the land.
Confronted w11h the illegitimacy of local government in black areas, the state introduced regional
services councils (RSCs), comprising a charrperson
appointed by the provincial administrator and
mt>mbers elected indirectly by the local authorities,
subject to ratification by the administrator. The
main objective of the RSCs was to maintain and
upgrade rnfrastructure and services in the black
townships. However. the RSCs also lacked crecl1•
bilny because they were controlled directly by the
provincial admrn1stra1ion The administrator's
relationship with the RSCs was as dominant as the
relatronship of the Bantu adrninistratron boards to
the black local authorities.
The tr.Jnsitional negotiations of the early 1990s
led to the formation of appornted interim nonracial local authorities. ahead of the first democratic local government elections in 1995. Chapter 7
of the Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) provided the
basic framework for future policy and legislatron
on local government and determined its
objectives. These rncluded the provision of democratic and accountable government for local commurntres; the provision of basic serv1Ces; lhe
promotion of social and economic development;

ernmental organ isation, (NGOs) and were seen as

and the cnc:ouragcmcn\. o f commun\\y invo\vc•

Ward committees should not
be seen as extensions of
local councils, but they create
an opportunity for the
municipality to build a relationship with the community

c-h~,ngcs to th<?' mvnicipal system and introduced

ment. The 1998 White Paper on Local Govern·
ment and subsequent legislation emphasised
further the development and democratisation
roles of municipalities. These remain major
challenges that local government must help to
facilitate and implement through broader
community and civrc part1cipatron.
The main challenge for the democratisation
process is how to sustain ancl enhilnce the
democratic gains achieved since 1994 so the
people not only participate adequately in governance, but also collectively and individually
assume responsibility for the improvement of the
quality of their hves on a progressive basis. Quality
of life can be improved only through development
proiects that involve democratrc community
participation at a local level. without being dom1•
nated by elected political elites und appointed con•
sultants. This suggests that people at grassroots
level must be provided with the necessary space to
participate meaningfully and inform and nurture
the democratisatron process from below.
The Municipal Structures Act of 1998 made
provision for the establishment of ward commit•
tees. Their purpose 1s to facilitate and enhance
part1o patory democracy at local level. Ward
commillees can be regarded as necessary spaces
that municrpalities are obhged to create so that
communrt res can con1ribute towards building
local democracy through participation. The
space created by the ward comm1t1ees can help
vMio-,s s\aV.cholders lo articulate their needs ,ind

Democracy in place
Ward committees were the focus of extensive discussion following Brian Nakedi's presentation. Some
participants strongly defended the ward committee
system, while others expressed serious reservations.
Mohamed Bhabha, former MEC for local government in Mpumalanga, said ward committees were
created to bring the government closer to the
people, as envisaged by the Freedom Charter.
Initially the demarcation process threatened to result
in the centralisation of power at the local level, with
the government receding further from the people.
Ward committees were the mechanism devised to
reverse this process. Bhabha said justice had not
been done to ward committees yet. They held the
potential to bring many interest groups to the table.
What was needed, he said, was for more powers to
be delegated to the committees.
Yu nus Carrim, chair of the parliamentary committee on local government. argued that new local
government legislation embodred key principles of
the struggle. "If you look at the United Democratic
r-ront and the Municipal Systems Act there is no
difference. There is nothing that has provided more
gratification for those of us active in 1he 1980s
than this Act. The law is outstanding and very rare
in the world. It provides for active community participation in shaping, implementing and overseeing
the IDP and restructuring municipal services. What
more do we want? It's all there in the legislation...
However. Carrim also urged people to take a
longer-term view. Admitting that ii would be
"generous" to say municipalrtres were implementing more than 20% of the legislation now. he
said: "We are aware of the problems with ward
committees. There are enormous hurdles, but the
space is there to address these issues."
The most familiar obiect,on to wc1rds focused,on
their size; many cover huge areas or large popu
tions. Another objectr~n was that the political
determination of ware1s brought together
people with va~tly different interests. An ex- l
ample was given of the Cullinan area near
Pretoria, where one ward measures 60km from
north to south and includes both a large informal
settlement and "some of the most difficult farmers
in the country" . People clash over issues of national
policy, such as land reform, and local issues are not

addressed. Several participants argued that in such a
setting it was drfiicult for a ward committee to Iunction as it should and a different approach to community organising and consultation was needed
Participants argued that too much importance
was placed on the legislation that provides for
ward committees. Contrary to its intended purpose. the legislation had the effect of narrowing
participation. especially since rt was impossible for
the legislation to represent all interest groups.
While not a bad idea. some participants believed
the legislation existed more for the convenience of
local government than for citizens. Ward
commit1ee legislation gave politicians the / 1/~'\
impressio~ that the only way they could
rnteract with communities was
,, ;
through the commillees. It also gave
\ /
communities the impression that their
· ►:'" ~
only route to councils was through
'
ward committees. Participants
believed many stakeholders.
some of whom were the very
people who could benefit most
through interaction with local
~
,, <
government. were " lost··
f"
, !
because of this. Ward commit• ~
~
tees allowed for participation.
,.~
'
'
·
.
I
but mostly on government's ,."!($
1erms. they said.

Case Study
Terrance Jacobs, Durban-base d national director of Church-based Community
Organisation (CBCO)
Two years ago I received a letter from a women's group in Loskop. It was hand-written: "We've heard about
what you do from the newspapers in Durban. We want you to show us. Most people in urban areas don't
want to come to rural areas. Please come. We have many problems."
A year or so later we began to work with the Loskop group. As an organiser I train people to approach officials with an attitude of power and to approach problems in the same way. We had a meeting with the municipal manager
the area. A big problem was that the community hadn't had water for 1oyears.
The manager sard: "You don't have water? I didn't know that. Someone should have told me... The
next day water was deli_vered by_truck. However. a short while later it stopped arriving. So again we
arranged a meeting, thrs 11me with the top municipal services official in the district. We travelled with
people from Loskop to Ladysmith. When we arrived we were told the official couldn't meet us. The
women were well trained and demanded a meeting with the second in charge.
It 1~a typ,cal response from governmen_t officials to treat organisations like ours. with a church identity, with a
certain amount of c?nlempt. This 1s a proolem with our democracy. But if you've been an organiser for many
years, especially dunng the struggle. you know that people get organised around what they are passionate
:?~ ~ about. We start from the basis of faith; it's the core if you want to influence the world.
\ ,
Eventually we had :h~ meetin~ with the right people in Loskop. An official arrived with all his maps
· and designs and statrstrcs ancl laid them out. "This i, how local government works. These a
1 .. Tl I cJ
f
.
re our
Pans. 1e ea er o t11e communrty group, an older woman, finally banged the table and said: "We
d.~ not need the plans for the whole munrcipality. All we want to know is when we are going to get
water. She had learnt to ask for concrete rnlormation. The official asked: .. Are these church eo le?" He
expected church people to be less demanding.
p p ·
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Eventually in December last year the Loskop people received communal taps. In Januar,, the water
stopp~~ once more. We ?arted all over again. Now the water has been turned on and it has Sta ed on
Organrsrng around such issues often takes a lot of time and determination It 1'kes th
· d y
·
.
'
· ''
e min ·set that we
, b
• .
won t e treated as vrctrrns or as insignificant anymore.
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Dominique Wooldridge, from the Wits Institute
for Social and Economic Research. said: .. The way
ward commi1tecs are generally described. they are
hegemonic: bringing diverse grol1ps into a statedefined framework of governance."
Another obiect,on to warcl commrt tees was that
they had become too clo~cly assocrated w11h pol,tical parties. Many people peiceived them to be a
replacement for branches of a particular pol1t1Cal
party and an " engine room for electioneering" .
Participants believed that although ward commit.
tees often had young members. they did not provide
a political space for youth 111 general. There was a
sense that, even 1f certain groups had innovative
rdeas and were willing to work with their council,

they might not be recognised by the council
C'Spern1lly if they did not channel their ideas ·
thr_ough a ward commi ttee. Sorne people feit that
r.'. tne~ pushe(i an issue 100 hard, they become
cumoersome to politicians.. and could be shut
out altogether.
Simang~ Bosman, a minister m the Methodrst
Church. sard: "It rs trmc for people lo be set free to be
Clt17ens first and members of political parties later."
Part1crpan_ts were concerned about the gap
between Cltt7.ens and councrllors and believed
strongly that more had to be done to overcome it.
TI1ey ~ard 11appeared in many cases that relation•
ships that had been !>lrong had now broken down.
Participants said councrllors needed to invest more
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co-manage implementation of sustainable service delivery.
Wa rd committees should not necessarily
be seen as extensions of local councils
but t~~y ~o create an opportunity for ;lw
municipality to build a relationship with
the community and sustain its
legitimacy. Most municipalities have
an established ward committee system now, although they experience
mixed results.
One success story is the
Matjhabeng Local Municipality in the
Free State. Ward committees were
established on the basis of broad
representation, including the
nomination and appointment of
various stakeholders. The
speaker, councillor TV
Matsepe, reports that there is
:

J.

meaningl"Ipani<ipalioe

•

{

·~

during monthly ward con• _
stituency meetings. This par· •. ·,
ticipation includes public
•
•
hearings on the council budget and discussions on policies
and draft by-laws. Ward committees at
Matjhabeng have initiated other projects also,
such as food gardens that have instilled a spirit of
self-reliance in the community. The ward committees are likened to street committees during the
struggle period and are seen as realising the vision

in their relationships with their communities to
combat the impression that they had "become
changed" once elected.
Jan Boshoff, mayor of Nokeng tsa Taemane
Municipality in the Cullinan area outside Pretoria,
said: "Our leadership style as politicians should be
different. Not to talk, but to listen. When leaders
listen. that's when the issues come out. When
people get elected, they feel they need to tell the
community how things should happen. But the
community needs to own the plans. This doesn't
happen w ithout listening."
Participants agreed that negotiating new relationships with people w ho entered the government
could be tricky at times, but that this was necessary.
Although there was often friction between councillors and communities, citizens should take their
responsibilities seriously. "There are instances where
local government fails and we don't call them to
account, due to party politics or patronage. The
longer that culture continues, the more it creates a
destructive relationship," said Cas Coovadia. head
of the Banking Council of South Africa.
..
Coovadia asked: " What has happened to civil
society?" Rather than finding fault with legislation
or councillors, he argued that ovil society was not
reading the "current terrain" appropriately. "~ack in
the days when youth and Sance were strong. 11 was
because there was a national democratic struggle.
We used local issues to mobilise people. People
didn't organise and mobilise because they had
nothing bener to do ... I don't think civil society has
moved on since then. 1hear the same language as I
heard in the 1980s."
Echoing this view, Crispin Hemson, from the
University of KwaZulu-Natal, said: "The problem
with civil society is that it is ... opposed to developing new approaches to new challenges. We need
to create new processes in which people learn. C1v1I
society can't be sustained by local government."_
On the question cf how to sustain a healthy civil
society, it was agreed that legislation could not
dictate. Ward committees alone were not the
answer. In his presentation on community organising, Terrance Jacobs, from the Church·b~sed Community Organisation (CBCO). asked: "Is It right to
expect the ward structure to mobilise the commu-

, of the Freedom Charter that "the people
shall govern".
The process of establishing develop•
mental local government in South Africa
has created new spaces for actors in the
development agenda. The c1v1I society
movement must be able to transcend lhe
·· •· - ~~
institutionalised spaces created
, -~'. through representative democracy
.
·->-'~ .,. to achieve participatory
. · ::-;· democracy. The deepening
/ ~ of democracy through
participation at the local
I
I;
level must ensure tile longrt
term democratic empower;;,
/
ment of stakeholders across
'it,,
~~ gender. racial and class lines.
F
'
I\
~
However, this
~~
- ~ ~~) can be realised
'only through
_,,,
conscious self~
organIsatIon ancl

-~ / ·\.\
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A challengepmg,ammes
that prevails In local government politics is the lack of participallon by
the cIv1c movement. The South African
National Civic Organisation (Sance) no longer
adequately articulates the interests of diverse communities in townships, as it did prior to 1994. There
has been a gradual demobilisation of communities
as a result of the demise of Sanco and this has contributed towards an erosion of participatory

nIty or does the community need lo organise itself?
The community can define how structures should
function and how government should be engaged
rather than the other way around."
Sidwell Mokgotu, another Methodist minister,
said: "To be involved in civil socie ty today is difficult. Things have become highly structured, highly
specialised, very technical. Ti1e world Is consuliancy
driven. How do we demysIify politJCS and the government J In the 1980s one cou Id be involved in a
number of things: labour, local government or education Today people are involved only in their own
area of expertise, 1f they are involved at all. This is a
huge challenge facing civic movements." Many
different structures were needed in a wide range of
areas 10 facilitate the greater involvement of citizens. "People must be able to get involved in the
area in w hich they are interested and active The

democracy through dialogue and the building of
people's power from below. The overrel1ance on
consultants by municipalities also is not helping to
build a uniquely South African democracy. It
inhibits stakeholder participation, as has been
demonstrated often by the process of compiling
integrated development plans (IDPs). Consultants
do almost all the work and make presentations to
the stakeholders. Councils end up adopting an IDP
document that is not linked entirely to the budget.
Due to limited participation. stakeholders lose the
opportunity to learn about the harsh realities of
scarce financial and human resources.
Productive oti2en participation and sustainable
development can be realised only if information is
shared through community education and training

s

ening representative civic organisations is critical.
NGOs are better off in accessing development
funding, but seem to work more closely with
government than with civic organisations. This
unequal relationship leads to a lack of capacitybuilding within the civic organisations. It results in
poor leadership development and scarcity of
adequate management skills. The absence of civic
education to ensure people's participation in
development disempowers the poor and the
marginalised If this problem is not addressed representative democracy will serve the educated and
well-connected elite, while participatory democracy
for the most marginalised citizens will not exist.
C1v1c education ensures that people know their
consututional rights and obligations. It can promote self-initiative by marginalised stakeholders in
both rural and urban areas in order for them to
inform muniopal budgets and !DPs. as well as the
functioning of ward commiltees. This will lead to
more effective and efficient public service delivery
and enhanced governance in municipalities. Initiatives by women. youth and the elderly in particular
w ill improve the representation of their interests
and lead to broader stakeholder mobilisation. This
conscious participation will ensure democratic sel!reahsat1on that transcends institutionalised power
structures and facilitates the movement towards
people's power.

A challenge that prevails
in local government politics
is the lack of participation by
the civic movement
facilitated by civil society In collaboration w ith local
government This will empower different community stakeholders lo participate in local political
power structures and programmes, such as ward
committees, school governing bodies. local economic development and integrated development
planning processes.
The role of non-governmental organrsauons and
communny-based organisations (CBOsJ in strength-

Bnan Nakedi Is the former town manager of Mai1keng in
1he Nonh West

respons1bil1ty Is on many ms11tutIons across society
was good for the democracy. Strom emphasised the
to enable democratic oart,c1pation," said Hemson.
imponance of communities organising themselves
The question was asked 1f the need for people
around self-interests and working with one another
to be directly involved In local decision-making
to discover common interests. These might change
processes would dirrnnish once their basic needs
in time, but would not disappear.
were met. Carrim said that while there might be less
Ccovad1a asked: "How does the residents' assocIamcentIve for people to shovv up at meetings if their
lion of a formerly white suburb Inow mixed, but st1II
material needs had been met, they should continue
reflecting a certain class structureIrelate to a Sanco
to do so: "Community meetings are about a sense
branch in an adjacent !Ownsh1p? They could say, ·we
don't care. We want what we want.· Or they could
of community and identity, a sense of belonging.
There are lots of existenual, psychological reasons
say. 'We're in this together. We need to develop this
that should encourage people to participate."
locality and confronr challenges together." ' He said it
Marie-Louise Strom. former manager of IDASA's
was possible to create a lively partnership-neither
Citizen Leadership training programme. said moral
coercive nor complacent. but robust and challenging
imperatives were not enough. There were hm1ts ~ - bet,veen cillzens and local government.
to wha_t could be achieved by exhorting people ~~ Jacobs said: " It is important to challenge
to partIopate simply because 11 was a
~ ~•· government often. but this Is not simply to
good thmg or even because 11 ~~"""1~ ~__;.., put them on the spot. We need to be sen.;Jr ;;r~,- __ --,,
~ sI1,ve to the difficulties faced by

.-.

Ji:l-t,{I!: ·

!:~

~.t.'\\ government." He said some

,~f. .i, j' -~ ~~- 1~ ..:Jl}) citizens were more sophisti.-...:.; __~;::_~, ~ '\ ' )~ ·
\.) catedandenergeticthan
Leslie Ntuli, Speaker of Emalahleni Municipality, w hich includes the
· ..:~-· ,l~~.· ~ ~-' councillors. It was important to
towns of Witban k, Kriel and Ogies in Mpumalanga, described community 4 ~ t ~?- have regular contact to help
Case Study

J:

\

·

organising initiatives that have affected the work of local governments
build capacity and to make things
~:::-. ·
, .'
happen together.
1used to be a leader in Sanco. In 2000 I was asked to convene a meeting oi all citizens to
address the issue of electricity cut-offs and payme_nt of services. Many people at_tended.
~~/1~ ~~., ,
Harry Boyte, fro_n:1 the .~entre for
including people f ram the business community wno were affected by the cut-mis At the
~
• \:
Jr;
Democracy and C111zensn1p at the
time only 7% of rates were paid in black areas and as many as three-quarters of the houses didn't
l ~~ University of Minnesota. pointed to
have meters for electricity or water. By contrast. in white areas 90% of residents paid rates.
~
the stones of citizen organising, in combiResiclents decided to forrn a commi ttee to report to the council. The commiuee swd1ed the Section 12
nation with the legislative framework ior citizen parnotice that established the new Emalahleni Municipality. They resolved to wnte a letter to the ANC and they
t1c1pation ... A legislative framework. no mailer how
pioneering and innovative. is never enough for real
informed the ward committees in the area that they were starting to organise the community.
Eventually the committee came up with a plan. However. when the plan was approved they faced the
democracy," he said. "Leg,sla\ion on local governdilemma of how to implement it. They held a workshop and asked IDASA to facilitate. This led to a new
rnent Is pioneering, a gold standard for the world.
agreement with the council ... that if a resident was unable to pay for serv;ces he or she could approach the
Bt1\ we've seen in the US that however participatory
,he structures, the real question is the level of citizen
ward councillor. Councillors could obtain print-outs of people whose services would be cul ofi and could
check the payment levels in their wards.
power. confidence, poise and skill. If the cultuie
The ettect was cons1derab!e. In 2001 and 2002 the payment average improved in historically black areas to
leads people to look to experts to solve things and to
7 l % and then to 80%. We are now at 87%. This proves t11at citizens need to engage ward committees about
see themselves mainly as consumers of democracy,
bad policy. Through the participation of the citi1ens and other organs oi ovil society. we developed a work.able
the structures will atrophy. The deepest question is
policy and we've improved payment for services.
how citizens can relocate agency among themAs tong as councils are defensive and people can't approach them, there will be problems. We believe there
selves. how to blllld civic muscle."
is not enough consultation with the public. But community members should not wait to be approached: they
He said when citizens became bold and effective
should approach councillors. An environment needs to be created where councillors and citizens can meet
partners Vl'Jth publJC offioals. together they could
willling 1y and openly to sort out problems. This is what we are working to establish.
build a thriving democracy. "South Africa has
potential for world leadership," said Boyte.
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Building a strong civil society
There is a need for a decentralisation of structures of governance and for the mainstreaming of new forms of participation, as well as
for the involvement of a wider range of people in the affairs of government
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The transition of formal political power in South
Africa is the consequence in part of successful
revolution, shifts in international balances of
power and negotiated settlement. This has
profound implications for the political space that
has become available for contestation by different
social forces.
In the 1980s the relationship between the
organised public space -what others refer to as
"civil society", ie non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), community-based organisations (CBOs)
and other organisations - and the state was
relatively straightforward. Despite severe repression, progressive social actors agitated in opposition to the state. There was a unifying belief that a
transition to a non-racial democracy was required
and some kind of post-transition social redress
would be needed. The precise shape and form of
post-apartheid democracy and the terms of social
redress remained contested. Differences on these
issues set the scene for the competitive and
sometimes combative politics that characterises
contemporary South Africa.
During the 1990-1994 transition period crucial
decisions on the shape of the future political and
social system and the power of interest groups
within them had to be negotiated. Negotiating
forums were established at all levels of governance
and involved a wide variety of stakeholders. The
forums in part represented an attempt to put into
practice the theoreticalconcept of "organs of the
public swce" as a force engaging the state. but nor
necessarily seeking to replace it. Yet giving organised
groups and the broader public a stake in the process
made real the dangers of their being absorbed into

formulaic, centralised and bureaucratic structures
and modes of operation. The issue of the represen-

lative nature of such organisations emerged also in
this context, but during the transition period they
continued to play an active role in society. particularlywhen the negotiation process deadlocked
and political violence in the country spiralled.
Developments during the transition process had
a profound effect on the subsequent shape of
democracy post -1994. A precedent was set,
through which formal representative democracy
negotiated by political elites was not the only
way in which citizens could have a say in the
country's affairs.

People should participate in
continuing ways to shape
their destiny, rather than have
their participation restricted
to the episodic vote
The years immediately following the 1994 elections gave rise to a coalition of progressive forces
that aimed to work in concert ror the transformation of South African society Arguably, this era
saw an unprecedented level of collaboration.
Those assuming the formal levers of power consolidated alliances with social groups inhabiting the
space outside government. They engaged in a
series of constructive partnerships that temporarily
ignored the ideorogical and social cleavages that
rater manifested themselves. Progressive soCtal
forces. former liberation movements. NGOs,
community and civic structures all contributed to
state building and to the enterprise of constructing
a new South Africa on the basis of non-racialism.

non-sexism and equal citizenship, based on the
values enshrined in the Constitution.
To consolidate this historic project, the transition
from apartheid to post-apartheid South Afnca was
guided by the Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP), supported vigorously by the
coal1t1on that sought the reconstruction of the
country. However, the social and economic legacies
of apartheid continued to affect the ability of both
state and society to meet the goals of the RDP.
The adoption of the Growth, Employment and
Redistribution (Gear) programme marked a
reorientation in the discourse of redress with
consonant discursive and political shifts away from
poverty eradication to poverty alleviation, from a
redistributive impetus to empowerment, and from
conceptual transformation to binary deracialisation
After initial excitement the untly began to fracture. A
consensus on the need for a particular type of transformation gave way to a diversity of approaches
regarding the instruments to be used to achieve it
Social forces, initially allied to government, began
engaging the government on a more independent
and adversanal basis. heralding the start of a vigorous role for social motive forces ,n development.
The Constitution offers the people of South
Africa a commitment to an open and democratic
form of governance. In the South African constitutional sense democracy means active participa tion
or, at least, the creation of political space w ithin
which participation can occur. While the exigen-

The Constitution requires the National Assembly
to accomplish its work "with due regard to representative and participatory democracy, accountability, transparency and public involvement". The
point is that people should participate in continuing ways to shape their destiny, rather than have
their participation restricted to the episodic vote.
The Constitution, therefore, presents a challenge: it
declares that South Africa's new. hard-won
democracy is both representative and participatory.
The notion of representation is complicated. In
the purely proportional representation electoral
system. which is based on a party list, political
parties bear the responsibility of mandates from
their constituencies. The list determines who the individual representatives are and these representatives might have little or no connection to an
identifiable and definable constituency. This pattern
raises questions about the way in which citizens are
able to hold elected representatives to account. It
can lead to alienation of the elected from the electorate. While the system of proportional representation bears several advantages in a complex society. it
weakens the ability of the local constituent offtee to
function as an effective site of political participation.
By definition, participatory democracy is neither
direct nor representative democracy; it 1s something else. It does not mean that every citizen must
be involved in every demion. But neither does it
mean that the opportunity to be involved in
governmental decision-making is obviated by the

cies of governance and \he ~\ate·,-, reliance on
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technical experts for policy input limits popular
participation in key areas of policymaking, at least
fundamental political and social rights, such as the
freedom of association, organisation, speech,
tl1ought and assembly, have become enshrined

representatives. Participatory democracy, it is s.uggested, isa form of democracy in which citizens are
actively involved in the decision-making processes
of government at different levels, on issues that
interest or affect them and on the basis tha t

- - - - - -Case Study
MKSS, the Organisation for the Empowerment of Workers and Peasants, works chiefly in the state of
Rajahstan, India. It does not receive funding from external sources, relying instead on support from people in the village. MKSS staff members receive minimum wages and see themselves as political organisers, but not party workers. The group has done pioneering work to pressure state authorities in
Rajahstan to introduce access to information legislation and has developed strategies to use the legislation as a tool for empowering communities and creating a culture of accountability.
Nikhil Dey, one of the lead organisers in MKSS, described how the work has evolved: "In 1990 MKSS
began campaigning around minimum wages and issues of redistribution. Out of that emerged a simpler
demand for transparency; to see public accounts. Our slogan was 'Our money, our accounts'. The
message to government was: 'It is our right to have this information because the money belongs to us.
Who are you to hide it?' We started to ask for bills, vouchers and work records. We held village-based
meetings and simply read the accounts in public. We invited anyone to speak, supporting or disputing
the information they heard.
"People discovered that there w ere many buildings, bridges and other projects that existed only on paper.
Frauds were revealed. Local authorities were called to village meetings to respond to questions. 'Medicines
were purchased for the clinic. Who received them?' 'The ration shop was stocked. Where are the items?' 'A
well was supposed to have been dug. Where is it?' We called these meetings 'public audits'.
"The effect was dramatic. Money was returned and public apologies were made. Above all poor
people were empowered."
~
'
Dey said MKSS's actions resulted in new access to in_formation legis1 ! ) '. lation in Rajahstan. This was because of a large orgarnsmg effort,
':,;,,( ;/ coordinated across hundreds of villages. Finally, two l_on? sit-ins. the_
'1
first lasting 40 days and the second 55, took place ,n tne state cap,tal. MKSS leadership had prepared ~arefully for the negotiations
,_'~ ~ with state government and the legislation ended up being passed.
-~
The movement has gained momentum across the country and
10 states in India have access to information legislation now.
Dey said: "Information is powerful and people using information can go down the road of partici·-;t· - ---__.~ -~ patory democracy in extraordinary
- ,'\ ways. The right to information means
✓ nothing on its own. Il has power when
it is connected to people's lives. Sometimes people wonder if village-level initiatives
can achieve anything important. But ,n the local
struggles, you see all kinds of connections to the state.
- When the state government came to terms with what
we were doing and legitimised the process. it was
•. ,, ,;;, entirely because of the organising efforts of people in
, villages. Capacity needs to be built at the local level.
but th,s can feed into policymaking at higher levels
of government."
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"The people shall
The round table on Parliament began with an open
session. Ebrahim Fakir, of the Centre for Policy Studies. and Harry Boyte, of the University of Minnesota,
led a discussion focusing extensively on the notion
of political space and how to use it. Other issues
discussed included power, representation, ownership, accountability, legitimacy and technocracy.
Jeremy Cronin, deputy secretary-general of the South
African Communist Party, pointed to the need for
Parliament to be more self-conscious and strategic.
"I'm not sure if Parliament has a sense of ,ts strategic
role and purpose in deepening democracy and in relation to the sooo-economic challenges in the country,"
Cronin said. "During the elections, all parties concurred
that unemployment was the key crisis. There was
national consensus. But when we got back into
Parliament, we quickly reverted to business as usual."
Cronin said Parliament had three roles: speaking truth
lo power. making truth powerful and making power
truthful. "The last two are larger tasks," he said. "The
people we represent should be powerful." The interactions between citizens and Parliament should not be
about the powerless encountenng the lace of power.
The challenge of Parltament across political parties,
Cronin said, was to establish a set of strategic objectives against which it could measure itself ir1 five years.
"Are we just going to monitor government?" Cronin
asked. "What are we going to contribute towards
unemployment and poverty? Civil society groups like
IDASA need to force us in that direction. I would like
to see a Parliament that promotesCttizen empowerment. What are we doing as parl,amen tartans to use
the resources of Parliament?"
Boyte said tt would be helpful for Parliament to think
strategically about ,ts democratic leadership role. "In
addition to policymaking, what are the roles parliamentarians can play as architects of a democratic culture?
How might Parliament and parliamentarians illuminate

and catalyse the democratic energies of the society? ..
Richard Calland of IDASA suggested that if there was
any consensus, "it 1s that the institution of Parliament
exists to create political space for people to have their
say. Institutions and procedures are not ends in themselves. but means to an end... Calland questioned
whether the party political system helped to create this
space. Using the HIV/Aids policy debate as a case study,
he observed that while there was some leverage within
the ANC caucus. Parliament as an institution did nothing Lo influence the debate. Some civ,I society organisations, such as the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (Cosatu). also had the capacity to open up
political space. The big question for Calland was
whether Parliament had the will to create space for
more open debate within the institution itself for the
more meaningful participation of citizens.
Colette Herzenberg, a political science student at
the University of Cape Town. said Lha t i f Members of
Parliament (MPs) entered the fray on more con troversial issues. Parliament would begin to develop "a bit
more personality as an 111stttution, independent of the
don:11nant party" . Government institutions, including
Parh~'.11ent, were not perceived as allies of citizen
partic,pat,on and agency, :;he said.
Fakir argued that the Constitution established
extensive rnst,tut,onal political space. " The space is
huge,_ but how do you use it? It comes back to political will." h~ said, a_dding that "HIV was the one major
issue on which Parliament failed massively. In this
instance there was a closing down of political space. ,,
Development consultant Frank Meintiies pointed to
the dynamics of culture and power. South Africa
displayed contradictions, he said, with a historical
culture of resistance on one hand and a culture o f
submission (particularly among the poor) on the
other. A culture of subserv,ence could create passivity
among Citizens and elected ofiicials. said Meintjies.

